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EDITORIAL
Whenever there a historical events to research how wonderful it is to be able to source images such as that below,
from the ever growing BATH IN TIME website. www.bathintime.co.uk

Description
A fabulously detailed capture of the goings on in
anticipation of the Queen's Diamond Jubilee.
Photograph by Graystone, Bird,
38 Milsom Street.
Image Reference
33591
Collection Reference
U3 / 603
Original Width (mm)
245
Original Height (mm)
195
Collection Location
Bath Central Library
© Bath in Time - Bath Central Library Collection

MEETING REPORTS
MR PULTENEY: THE DEVELOPMENT OF BRIDGE STREET AND HIS BRIDGE
Monday 19th September 2011

St Mary’s Bathwick Church Hall

Speaker

Dr Michael Rowe

Reporter/Notes

Dr Michael Rowe / Nigel Pollard

Michael Rowe presented the findings of recent research by Elizabeth Holland, Mike Chapman and himself, on the
development of Bridge Street and the Bridge by Sir William Pulteney.
The quirks of inheritance law on the death of Viscount Pulteney in 1764 gave William
Johnstone Pulteney control over the income of his wife Frances who had inherited the
huge fortune of William Pulteney earl of Bath.
Before the development of the bridge and Bathwick, the only vehicular crossing from the
city to Bathwick was the St Lawrence Bridge, on the site of the present Churchill Bridge.
Early watercolours by Lenz, Robbins and Grigg were used to illustrate the existing
situation in 1764 and the proposed site of the redevelopment. Other pictures showed the
original passenger ferries across to Bathwick.
From the death of Lord Bath in 1764 negotiations with the council were under way to
build a parade along the riverside, from Orange Grove to Walcot, to enhance the access
from the Lower Town and Pump Room to the new Upper Town. This suited Pulteney
well, as his ownership of abundant springs on Bathwick Down allowed him to negotiate
with the council for compulsory purchases and transfers of property between the High
Street and the river, in return for a new water supply and support in Parliament for
bridging the river.
The white Lion Inn and property owned by Messrs Grace, Bishop and Brookman, and the properties owned by
Alderman Colibee were central to the scheme as were the site of St Mary’s church, partly used as a prison, and Slippery
Lane.
Those parts of the site owned by the council were transferred to Pulteney
but he had to pay £6,190 to buy out Collibee and the others and he was
required to provide the site of a new prison on Bathwick.
The cost was more than twice the mortgage raised by Pulteney by the 1769
Act of Parliament.
To secure the development he had to raise further money and put in some
of his own. By the end of the project in 1774 he had spent over £11,000
almost as much as the Earl of Bath spent on the whole of the Bathwick
estate in 1726.
Such was the difference in levels between the High street and Bathwick that
the Bathwick side had to be raised on double basements and Pulteney had
plans for extensive underground stables beneath what was to become
Laura Place.
Pulteney also had to cross the route of the city wall but there is no specific
record of permission being granted by the council. Correspondence exists,
however about a ‘parapet’ that Pulteney thought he had purchased. More
research is required.
Having gained control of the property on the south side of the proposed
Bridge Street Pulteney used only a small part of it and sold on the major
part of the White Lion at a profit, although this was insufficient to make up
the shortfall in costs.
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New pictures were shown of the basements of the Victoria Art Gallery, built in 1899/1900 after the final demolition of the
White lion. Richard Mann’s description of the excavation of the site does not appear to include drawings despite Roman
and other remains being found.
Much of the extensive stabling at riverside level behind the inn still survives. The oblique course of steps and atypical
masonry under the gallery were shown which may contribute to the understanding of the location of remains of the wall.
The work of Peter Davenport on St Mary’s church
and the route of the wall was published in the recent
issue of Bath History and the Survey Journal and is in
accord with these observations.
Pictures were also shown of surviving vaults
underneath the Gallery and Bridge Street over which
Pulteney retained control and he entered into
negotiations for their future use. The vaults and early
masonry require further appraisal.
The original proposals for the bridge were explored
showing Paty’s drawing and the Adam drawings from
Sir John Soane’s Museum.
The controversy over the alteration in the scale of the
bridge and the addition of shops was further examined, the delays occasioned by increasing the width of the bridge by 20
feet and the weakness in foundations at the time were revealed by the Adam letters.
The contribution of the subsequent collapses, during flooding, to the current appearance of the bridge after rebuilding,
and later conservation and restoration projects, was outlined.
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DR WILLIAM TURNER AND THE RENAISSANCE OF THERAPEUTIC BATHING
Monday 17th October 2011

St Mary’s Bathwick Church Hall

Speaker

Dr Roger Rolls

Reporter

Dr Roger Rolls

Many of the traditional thermal spas in Europe owe their origins to the Romans who
built impressively grand bathing establishments like those at Bath. The prime
purpose for these public baths was for relaxation and pleasure but other baths,
particularly those fed by thermal springs were frequented by the sick and disabled.
Several Roman authors gave detailed accounts of therapeutic bathing.
The early Christian church viewed the Roman baths in Europe as an immoral and
unnecessary indulgence and the majority were left to fall into ruin. It was only in the
Islamic world that therapeutic bathing continued. In Europe, medical progress was
held back by the Church's dogmatic acceptance of the works of Galen, a Roman
physician whose writings were uncritically accepted for over a thousand years.
This was the state of medical knowledge when William Turner matriculated at
Pembroke Hall, Cambridge in 1526. The classification of diseases and their
treatments rested on whether they were hot or cold, and moist or dry. The aspiring doctor had also to consider the
influences of astrology and God, and gain a knowledge of materia medica, mostly herbal in origin.
In 1540, Turner travelled to Ferrara and then on to Bologna. The universities in these towns provided the best medical
training in Europe, attracting men with enquiring minds who were not afraid to challenge the entrenched attitude of
scholastic teaching which had dominated medicine throughout the mediaeval period. Like the church, medicine was
undergoing its own reformation and so it is not surprising that men like Turner practised non-conformity in both
disciplines
Turner's interest in baths probably commenced during this time. Two important
spas lay in the vicinity of Ferrara -- Abano and Caldiero. Their baths had already
been described by three Italian physicians who were professors at Padua and
Ferrara, and Turner was later to describe both these spas in his book. There
were many ways in which the water was administered besides bathing. Drinking
was advised to "scour the inside of the body". Water could also be administered
by sponges applied to the skin, clysters into the rectum, douches into the womb,
injections into the nose, and bucketing directed on to the affected part. Vapour
baths were advocated to purge the body by promoting perspiration and to dry
the womb in gynaecological disorders.
Turner left Bologna around 1 5 4 2 , having gained a medical degree and
travelled slowly up to Emden on the north coast of Germany where he was
employed as physician to Enno II, Earl of East Friesland. On the way, he visited
a number of spas in Germany and Switzerland in some of which to effect a cure,
it was necessary to stay in the bath for up to 9 hours a day.
In 1 5 4 7 , Turner returned to England and was appointed chaplain and
physician to Sir Edward Seymour, the Duke of Somerset and Lord Protector. It
was during this appointment that Turner first visited Bath, taking three patients
with him to test the effect of the waters. On arrival, he found the baths so shabby
that he was ashamed for any stranger to see them.

Some years later, whilst living at Wells where he was Dean of the cathedral, he
wrote his Booke of the Natures and Properties as well of the bathes in
England as Q/' other bathes in Gerinanye and Italye detailing the baths he
had visited in Europe and directions and recommendations for developing the
baths at Bath, including ways of making them more hygienic and even
providing hydrotherapy facilities for sick animals. Virtually all his
recommendations were taken up, even to providing a horse bath in the city. His
work provided the basis for spa therapy at Bath for another three centuries.
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THE PUMP ROOM ORCHESTRA: THREE CENTURIES OF MUSIC & SOCIAL HISTORY
Monday 21ST November 2011

St Mary’s Bathwick Church Hall

Speakers

Robert and Nicola Hyman

Abstract

Nigel Pollard / Robert and Nicola Hyman

Robert Hyman, a violinist in today’s Pump Room Trio, with his partner Nicola Hyman gave us a most enjoyable and
informative evening surrounded by much memorabilia collected by them over the five years working on their book that
had been launched earlier in the month. The Pump Room Orchestra is believed to be the first resident band in the
country to play in an assembly room in the early 1700s and the book chronicles the three hundred year old history of this
band, from its inception to today.
The beginnings were around the year 1706 where, in the
splendid surroundings of the new Pump Room, a small band
of poor street musicians were invited inside to stroll around
the room with their music stands entertaining the languorous
gentry and bored invalids in the long intervals between taking
the waters.
By 1737 however, we have a gem of an illustration by George
Speren found on a fan in the collection of the Victoria Art
Gallery, showing a band of musicians performing in a gallery
accessed by means of a ladder. – This wonderful illustrated fan
of the Pump Room interior is used as the book’s cover, a
section of which is shown here.
Robert & Nicola continued to take us through the centuries
from Nash’s Band, later known as the Pump Room Band, and
managed by Beau Nash with a supremacy unequalled during
his sojourn as Master of Ceremonies, right up to the present
day.
London musicians replaced the earlier ones and the Band’s
profile and reputation was recognised. Handel is known to
have visited Bath in 1749 and both Thomas Linley and
William Herschel both played in the Band in the 1760s.
The Nineteenth century brought several fine German musicians to the Pump Room Orchestra and in the early twentieth
century Gustav Holst conducted the Orchestra for the first performance of his Somerset Rhapsody.
However, it was suggested that the 1920’s were the “hey day” when ‘cellist Gilhermina Suggia, contralto Edna Thornton,
violinist Daniel Melsa, Arthur Rubenstein and
Solomon were just a few of the well known
guest soloists who played with the orchestra.
As Spa Director, John Hatton’s progressive
style of marketing revived Bath as a tourist
attraction and a thriving Pump Room
Orchestra reflected the unique collaboration
Hatton had with Jan Hurst, the Orchestra’s
director.
Robert and Nicola’s research has divulged
many fascinating cameos of the forgotten army
of predominantly rank and file players of the
orchestra, some tragic but many invested with
an astonishing devotion to their work and
music and is a reminder to us all to make
more visits to the Pump Room to listen to this
unbroken legacy of fine music from the
current ‘Trio’, of which Robert is a member.
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VISIT & TALK: CHURCH OF OUR LADY & ST. ALPHEGE, OLDFIELD PARK
Saturday 26th November, 2011
Speaker

Caroline Shaw

Abstract

Nigel Pollard

Following a welcome by Father Richard Barton, Caroline Shaw gave us a
detailed account of the building of this “little gem” of a church on which she is
currently writing an official history.
This history started in the 1920’s when, with the Catholic population of Bath
increasing, Dom Anselm Rutherford, OSB, the Father Prior at St John's
Church, North Parade which was served by the Benedictine community of
Downside, decided that a church was required in the Southern area of the city.

Father Rutherford had a desire to return to the simplicity of the architecture
of the early Christian Church, the architecture of Rome, and to depart from
the dominant Gothic style of the 19th century. The new church was to be
named for St Alphege, the local saint who had been martyred as Archbishop of Canterbury in 1022.
The choice of architect was Giles Gilbert Scott who had been working on his
extension of the nave at Downside Abbey. He had recently returned from a
visit to Italy and gladly accepted Rutherford's commission for St Alphege's. It
was to be his first design in the Romanesque style and was inspired by the
ancient church of St Maria of Cosmedin in Rome. The honey coloured
stone contrasted with the rich blue of the flooring. Lighting was by decorative
golden sunburst fittings suspended above the nave. The whole was
dominated by the stately baldacchino above the altar. The foundation stone
was laid in 1927 and the church opened
with a Solemn Blessing and High Mass
in July 1929. Externally a three-bay
loggia porch served as the entrance to
the church and a tall campanile was to
be constructed at a later date, together
with the Lady Chapel, sacristy, west
gallery, presbytery and hall. It was built by the local firm of Jacob Long and Co.
and the capitals at the top of each pillar were carved by William Gough.
Initially the church was used as a chapel-of-ease served by the Father Prior
(parish priest) of St John's, but the Benedictines left Bath in 1932 and in 1937
St Alphege's was made a parish church and its first secular parish priest appointed.
The years following the opening of the church were those of the Great Depression with much hardship, followed almost
immediately by World War II.
It was therefore not until the 1950s that work to complete the church could recommence, this time under the direction of
parish priest Fr James Kelly . The sacristy and Lady Chapel were completed in 1954, that year being the millenial
anniversary of the birth of St Alphege and the Silver Jubilee of the opening of the
church. The ceremony of consecration of the church could now take place.
The presbytery and link corridor followed in 1958. Giles Gilbert Scott had retired
by this time but he gave his time freely to oversee the design of the presbytery to
ensure that his church was not compromised by an inferior building. Unfortunately,
due to ground conditions, it was not possible to complete the campanile as shown in
Scott’s original plan as shown above, but still remained one of his favourite
commissions.
Following this talk, the group had the chance to study the church and its art in closer
detail before moving on into the newly built church hall for tea and biscuits.
Caroline’s History should be published sometime in 2012.
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THE BEAU STREET HOARD
Monday 9th January, 2012

St Mary’s Bathwick Church Hall

Speaker

Stephen Clews

Abstract

Nigel Pollard

This talk by Steven Clews, Manager at the Roman Baths, was a
replacement for the scheduled one about Little Solsbury and
introduced us all to a huge hoard of Roman silver coins that was found
by archaeologists working on the Gainsbough Hotel site in Beau Street
back in 2007.
It was unearthed from a stone lined cist on the edge of the bath’s
complex, which poses the question of whether the owner was a private
business man and/or part of the Bath’s Complex itself. It comprises one
of the largest hoards ever found in Britain and dates to 270AD, a time
of great upheaval when the Western Roman Empire was threatened by
civil war and barbarian invasion.
Thousands of coins are fused together in a large block, making
identification and counting the exact number very difficult. Conservators
at the British Museum are taking a whole year to do the work. There
are believed to be more than 30,000 coins making this one of the 5
largest hoards ever found and the largest from a Roman town.
The coins are the largest hoard ever found by a professional
archaeologist - Hazel O’Neill of Cotswold Archaeology - and Stephen
had brought along a selection of those not fused together that we could
handle – but not take away!

NB: The Roman Baths is raising £150,000 to acquire, conserve and display the hoard. If you would like to help with a
donation please phone the Roman Baths Administrator on +44 (0)1225 477773 with your credit card details, or send a
cheque made payable to ‘Bath & North East Somerset Council’ to: The Roman Baths, Pump Room, Stall Street, BATH
BA1 1LZ
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THE ARCHITECTURE OF JOHN PINCH IN BATH
Monday 13th February, 2012

St Mary’s Bathwick Church Hall

Speaker

Dr. Amy Frost

Abstract

Dr Amy Frost

The significance of John Pinch (1770-1827) as an architect in Bath has received very little attention, with Robert Bennet’s
article ‘The Last of The Georgian Architects of Bath: The Work and Times of John Pinch’ being the only comprehensive
published assessment of Pinch’s work (Bath History, vol. IX, 2002, pp.87-103). This lecture aimed to offer an insight into
the catalogue of Pinch’s buildings, illustrating the importance of the change in style of Bath architecture his work
represents, as well as the new period of buildings types and technology that was emerging in English architecture in the
early nineteenth century.
Starting with the passing of the responsibility for following through Thomas Baldwin’s plans for the Pulteney estate to
Pinch, the increasing importance of Pinch as the architect of Bathwick and his partnership with James Goodridge, one to
the agents for the Bathwick estate was highlighted. Alongside the impact this partnership had upon the built development
of Bathwick, it was also a partnership that had great significance upon the next generation of Bath Architects, as Pinch was
undoubtedly involved in the architectural education of James Goodridge’s son, Henry Edmund Goodridge.
The end of Great Pulteney Street and the development of New Sydney Place (1807) saw the Pinch and Goodridge
partnership introduce the Neo-Classical townhouse to Bath and as Pinch’s work moved up Bathwick Hill, not only did the
strength of Palladianism on new developments in Bath in the early nineteenth century fade out, so did the importance of
terrace house dwellings. Pinch began to design urban villas, aimed at the changing Society of Bath, offering substantial
detached or semi-detached dwellings in a Neo-Classical style.
< His designs for
Cavendish
Place
(1807-1816), with its
smooth and elegant
Pompeian scroll plat
band, and his bold use
of forms in the designs
for
the
United
Hospital (1826) >
show his mastery of
Neo-classism throughout his career.
When viewed alongside his work on St Mary’s Bathwick (18141820), or even the Mausoleum for Richard Colt Hoare at
Stourton, Wiltshire (1819), it becomes apparent that Pinch was
equally able in designing in the Gothic Revival style as he was in
Neo-Classism, although the infrequency of his Gothic Revival
designs perhaps illustrates that his true interest, and indeed talents,
were firmly rooted in the Neo-Classical.
Pinch’s work
outside Bath
is
perhaps
even more
undervalued,
and yet it is in analysing the villas he designed in more rural settings
that an even greater appreciation of his abilities can be found.
Sturford Mead in Corlsey, Wiltshire (1820) is a perfect example of
how, when Pinch did not have to work to the constraints that
speculative building of townhouse terraces presented, he produced
well-proportioned small country houses, with incredibly detailed
internal decorative features.
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THE LARK HALL AND THE LARK HALL INN: ORIGINS AND EARLY DAYS
Monday 12th March, 2012

St Mary’s Bathwick Church Hall

Speakers

Roger Holly & Bryn Jones

Abstract

Roger Holly & Bryn Jones

Outside of major cities it's rare to find a whole district named after one building. The parish of Larkhall is named
after what is now the Larkhall Inn. Its origins are a fascinating but obscure puzzle. There are no records to support
popular suggestions that the 'Hall' began as: a manor house, or a village hall or an eighteenth century coaching inn.
The more complicated and intriguing truth is based on our two-year search through Bath City, Somerset County and
Library records.
In 1740 and 1742 the earliest known maps of the
east of Bath and the Walcot Parish of St Swithins
were made. Neither map shows a building at the
present location, the rates for which were which
paid by 'Widow Broade' who had other plots of
land in the parish. So the 'Hall' was built after
1742.
In 1765 a Mr Morley paid 6s 0d as St Swithins'
church rate, or tithe, for 'ye Lark Hall'.
The Morley name recurs continuously in
references to the Lark Hall over the next thirty
years but the parish records are incomplete
between 1765 and 1775.The Morleys were a
large, active family in and around Bath; building
or leasing various properties. So 'John Morley'
may refer to the father and/or son and/or
nephew.
Then, in February 1773, a notice in the Bath Journal newspaper advertised the Lark Hall for letting. Potential
tenants were directed not to John Morley, who had previously paid the church rate, but to a Mr Hayward of the
'New Assembly Rooms'; i.e. the present building in Bennet Street. We know from the Assembly Rooms committee
records that Robert Hayward was clerk to the Rooms' steward. Most likely he acted as intermediary for Edward
Drax, as the next advert for renting the house, in November 1773, states that it had recently been 'in the possession
of Major Drax.'
The Drax family owned, and still own a large estate in Charborough, Dorset. Like his father and brother, Edward
had been MP for the local Wantage constituency and served in the Dorset Militia. His link to Robert Hayward was
that Drax was a founder member and investor in the New Rooms. From 1771 to 1775 he sat on its management
committee which appointed Hayward as clerk in1771. So it's likely that Drax invested in, or leased the Hall with
Hayward as his agent. Yet in the second advert of November 1773 the contact is not Hayward but former rate payer:
John Morley. Between 1775 and 1796 Morley features as the contact in other adverts for letting the Hall. One refers
to its 'possession' by another of the Bath gentry: Circus resident and Drax's neighbour: James Plunkett.
Licensing records make no mention of the Lark Hall, or any of the names associated with it. The frequent
advertisements suggest it was let as seasonal accommodation for visitors to Bath. Significantly an ad of 1784
describes it as 'a small messuage' (dwelling house) but by 1796 it is a 'substantial dwelling house'. The architecture is
consistent with such changes. From the back or sides it can be seen as a complex of different buildings. Nineteenth
century owners believed the building became an Inn in 1784, perhaps as away of associating the Inn with John
Palmer's new postal service of 1784. But in that year it was still being advertised for letting as a dwelling. The
building could have been sub-divided into a pub and a house around 1784. But the earliest record of as licensed
premises at Lark Hall in an 1812 advertisement for an auction at the 'Lark-Hall-Tavern'.
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Between John Morley's death in 1796(?) and the 1812 'Tavern'
advert, six people paid church rates for the Hall. They are
unlikely to have been publicans. One was the Reverend John
Chester! The first officially recorded licensee at the Larkhall
was Thomas Kidman in 1822. Yet Kidman was named as
licensee in 1819, in Gye's Bath Directory, before being named
as licensee of the Hat and Feather in 1821. Was this the Hat
and Feather situated at London Street, Walcot? Or were the
Larkhall and Hat licences connected in some way? We are still
investigating this connection. The Larkhall is not in
contemporary lists of coaching inns. The Gloucester Turnpike
(toll road) was not completed until 1783 and the Hall
entrances seem too small for that period's sizeable mail
coaches.
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THE BRUTON ESTATE IN BATH
Monday 16th April, 2012

St Mary’s Bathwick Church Hall

Speaker

Mike Chapman

Abstract

Mike Chapman/Nigel Pollard

The Manor of Lyncombe and Widcombe south of Bath originated in a grant made by King Edgar in 970 to
St.Peter’s monastery in Bath of a district called Clifton, which covered more or less the same area as the Manor of
Lyncombe and Widcombe as it existed at the end of the 18th century.
At the Dissolution, the lands of the monasteries returned to the Crown. After the surrender of Bath Abbey
(technically then Bath Priory) in 1539, the Crown retained the lordship of the Manor of Lyncombe and Widcombe
(as it came to be called) in its own hands throughout the 16th century. In 1578 a 21-year lease of the Manor of
Lyncombe, with other properties, was granted to Sir John Harrington, a favourite of Queen Elizabeth’s and lord of
the manor of Kelston. Sir John was not the true lord of the manor as it was understood in the original sense, but
represented a new relationship, typical of other properties at this time. He is listed as head of the court, where the
monarch was listed before him, together with the name of his steward.
However, by the early 17th century Hugh Sexey, a Crown Auditor, had evidently obtained the manor in perpetuity.
In a pamphlet on Hugh Sexey’s Hospital, the present Master, the Rev.Parfitt points out that there are two accounts
of Hugh Sexey’s origins. One is that he was the Hugh --- baptised on 18 November 1556 at Bruton. It has already
been suggested that this is too late a date for Hugh Sexey’s birth. Another account in J.L.Henderson, Hugh Sexey
and Bruton: the Great Benefactor, suggests that he was the son of a Mayor of Bristol, Robert Sexey, was born about
1537, and ‘completed his first major property deal at the age of 32 years’. This view was presumably based on more
recent research than the first.
By 1583 Sexey had become Auditor-General to the Bishopric of Bath and Wells, as well as being administrator to
the Thynne family. In that year he married Dorothy Uttley, from Yorkshire, who died in 1597. In 1611 he married
Ursula Campernoun, who was much younger than himself. The marriage was not a success and he began investing
his money in property to be used for charitable purposes after his death. Meanwhile he had become one of the
Auditors of the Exchequer to Queen Elizabeth, in 1599, followed by James I. Sexey died in 1619. A Hospital for
twelve poor persons was founded by his trustees by 1638, and a School for twelve boys was later added to it.
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It is curious that the one person who ought to be celebrated in the Bath’s memorials has often been passed by. After
his death in 1619 his estates passed to his executors and they used them to found Hugh Sexey’s Hospital in Bruton,
established in 1638. Meanwhile in 1620 the trustees, led by “Sir Lawrence Hide of New Sarum”, sold a lease of
Lyncombe Farm to Walter Chapman (landlord of the Hart in Bath) who was already named as “farmer”. The
following letter from the bailiff provides a fascinating insight into the management of the manor. It also confirms that
Hugh Sexey was lord of the manor by 1607. Research has failed to find the Crown grant to him, which appears to
have been one of the rolls which were lost.
Mr.Auditor Sexey
Red Cross Street
London
Ser, it was longe befor I could receve yowr rente, and sence long befor I could find a
conveinnte messenger to make retorne unto yow of yte, but now I have mett wit a very honeste
man of Hamtone on Robertte Gaye by whome I have sent unto yow £14.3.51/2 in full satisfaccione
of yowr wholl years rente exceptinge 4d.from Smeth of Sowthstoke for one Aker of land the
wch.he howldeth at Horscomb Hed.
I have hear sent yow mor for 4 score lod and 4 of stone from yowr quares at 3d.a lod - 21s., so
the wholl is £15.4.51/2. I pray yowr worshep upone the recayte of so much money from Robert
Gay that yow will sent me a quittance for so much money receivd.
As for the amersments dew unto yow from som of yowr tenantes, I can receve nothinge but
words and I have bin towld by Willm.Gay wch.was farmer that I showld se my warent wer good
befor I did destrayne him for yte, now yfe yte be yowr plesewer that I shall tacke aney other corse
wth.them lett me understand yowr mind; there is 5s.101/2 that I am charged wch.all lyeth in
Robertt Feshars hand for sertayne Rentes and Customary workes, and after I understand yowr
mind I will by gods helpe pfecte.my acounte wth.yow at yowr next cominge to Bath. I hope yte is
note unknowen unto yow that Mr.Chapman of the Harte is owr farmer; this I send wth.my
dewtyfowl Comendacion unto yowr good worshep and my very good Land ladie from Witcomb
this ferst of June 1607
yowr poor tenante to Comand John Bygge
[SRO. “Mainly letters from John Bygge, bailiff to his master Hugh Sexey 1605-1614”]
The old provision that the lessees of the demesne farm had to ‘collect the rents of assize, perquisites and profits of
courts of the Manor’, make accounts and pay them over, had been dropped by now, but the owner of Lyncombe
Farm still had to find
‘convenient meate, Drincke and Lodginge for the Stewarde & survayor of the Mannor of
Lincombe and Widcombe aforesaid and their famyly, & Convenient grasse, stable rome & hay for
their horses cominge to the said Mannor to keep Courte there or to take survay of the same
Mannor from tyme to tyme …’.
In 1626 the executors tried a new experiment by appointing five citizens of the district to “farm” the manor jointly Dr.Baylie (Ralph Bayly), Richard Gaye, Robert Fisher, Thomas Gibbes and Nathaniel Bigg. They assured a
payment of £120 a year, a sum which in 1638 was granted to ‘Roger Nichols, gent., Schoolmaster of the free school
of Bruton, the bailiffs, constables and churchwardens of Bruton, and the poor in the almshouse of Bruton’. The five
cannot have made much money, as a successful petition early in 1627 established that individual landholders should
only pay a fixed and due proportion of the £120.
Walter Chapman died in 1624 and by 1638 Richard Gaye, one of the executors, held the lease of Lyncombe Farm.
The Civil War was a difficult time for the Farm, which was sequestered, and after the war there is talk of squatters
and litigation.
In 1665 the ‘Governors, Master, and Poor Men and Women of Sexey’s Hospital’ appointed Francis Swanton of
Wincanton, gentleman, as their attorney to receive the rents of the manor.
- 12 -

The central position of the manorial farm in the management of the manor had now gone, and in 1681 it was sold in
perpetuity to a group connected with Walter’s executors, including one of the Robert Chapmans. There was no
more talk of entertaining the steward or surveyor, and the Farm’s own annual rent had to be paid at Bruton Town
Hall.

One ‘traditional’ feature originating in the middle ages was
the lease of the springs under Beechen Cliff to the
Corporation of Bath which formed part of the city’s water
supply system. Known as ‘Bruton Water’ or the ‘Magdalen
Pipe’, the adits still remain, although no longer in use and the
area now forms a small public park called Magdalen
Gardens.

While Lyncombe Farm and its demesne lands formed the largest block in the manor at the Dissolution and
thereafter, including lands which were called Barwyks or Berewyk land (later Barracks Farm), throughout the 17th
century the trustees at Bruton began selling off a number of properties which eventually created entirely new estates.
Scarborough Chapman’s relations the Fishers had bought several, including a copyhold tenement ‘by the church’
called ‘the Farme at Witcombe’. It seems likely that the site of Widcombe Manor, Robert Fisher’s ‘upper tenement
near Widcombe Church’, was part of this property. Properties such as these were sold with “fee farm” rents, an
annual reserved payment, different from the ground rents charged on leasehold properties. In 1944 Sexey’s still had
fee farm rents in hand to sell off to the property owners. By the mid 18th century however, Ralph Allen had
accumulated the major holding in the area, together with his manors of Claverton and ‘Hampton’. This included all
of Combe Down and Odd Down for his stone mines, and in particular the old Prior Park lands so as to place his
mansion in the Prior’s hunting park.
The ‘Map of the Manor of Lyncombe and Widcombe’ surveyed for the Trustees by John Charlton in 1799 shows
the manor in a classic 18th century phase. It was, of course, nothing like a feudal manor, with its courts, its vassals, its
villeins, its customs and dues and scattered strips of land. The feudal manorial system had gone, the paying of fee
farm or ground rents being the only token of the past. Lyncombe and Widcombe in 1799 was a place of grand
mansions and great parks, some of them show places of the West Country still, like Prior Park and Widcombe
Manor with its stables and ornamental dovecot. Ornamental trees had been planted, interspersed with public
pleasure grounds, bringing further changes to the landscape which by the 17th century had already been given over
to market gardens and orchards, replacing sheep pasture or corn. It was a landscape which the 18th century admired
as “improved”, and depended on the wealth of its owners to keep intact.
However, by the end of the 18th century the process of building development had already begun. The pleasure
gardens such as King James’s Palace and the Bagatelle had reached the end of their reign, and great terraces like
Widcombe Crescent and Devonshire Buildings were already beginning to appear, together with smaller ones like
Caroline Buildings and Cottage Crescent. John Thomas, superintendent of the construction of the K&A Canal,
acquired Prior Park and Widcombe Manor with the intention of building Georgian Terraces in their grounds, but
only Prior Park buildings was completed in the 1820s. The villas of the 19th century and the housing estates of the
20th were yet to come, together with the industrial developments along the river. However, as the fee farm rents
became worthless or redeemed, by the end of the 20th century all contact with the Hospital had disappeared. The
only reminder of the Hospital’s connection that now remains is Bruton Avenue off the Bear Flat, named after
Bruton House which once stood at the top of Holloway.
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VISIT: SEXEY’S HOSPITAL AND ST. MARY’S CHURCH, BRUTON
Monday 14th May, 2012
Leader

John Bishton

Abstract

Nigel Pollard (with help from Official Town Website – www.brutontown.com, Wikipedia
and Pevsner Guide to South and Qwest Somerset)

In 1142 William de Mohun (grandson? of the above) Lord of the
Manor at Bruton founded an Augustinian Priory, giving them the
Manor. This may have replaced an earlier Benedictine Monastery.
The Augustinians were technically not monks but Canons, all
being in Holy Orders. It is still noticeable on the modern map of
Bruton how the River Brue formed a natural boundary between
the townspeople (North of the River) and the various ecclesiastical
property (South of the River). Prior to 1900 there was effectively
nothing in the way of dwelling houses to the South but all on the
hill to the North. Unfortunately nothing of the main Abbey
buildings has survived to modern times but traces can be found in
various buildings in and around the town, whose builders "rescued"
various windows, arches etc. after the Abbey was pulled down in
1786 by the Hoare family of Stourhead fame who had purchased
the Abbey from the Berkeley family after the Bruton Branch died
out.
There appears to have
been a church at Bruton
since the at least the 7th
century, when King Ine mentioned it, probably built by St Aldhelm.
Extensively rebuilt in the 14th century, with many modifications over the
next 400 years, the present layout dates from about 1743 when Sir Charles
Berkeley built the chancel to commemorate his late father. The only real
addition since was the installation of the organ about 1870.

Sexey's Hospital was built around 1630 as
almshouses. The West Wing and chapel have
been designated as a Grade I listed building. The
East Wing and gateway are grade II listed.
Hugh Sexey (1556–1619), was a local landowner.
By the age of 43 he had been appointed as Royal
auditor of the Exchequer to Queen Elizabeth I
and later King James I. After his death the trustees
of his will established Sexey's Hospital in Bruton
as an institution to care for the elderly.
A trust of 1638 set out the role of the hospital in
caring for 12 poor men and women. This later
rose to 18 people, and it provided a school for 12
boys, and staff comprised a governor, a
schoolmaster, and a nurse. by 1812 this had risen
to 20; 10 men and 10 women and in 1902 there were 15 residents. In 1997 there were 22 residents with vacancies
for a further 2.
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WALK: THE STONES OF BATH IN THE STREETSCAPE
Monday 11th June, 2012
Leader

Elizabeth Devon – Bath Geological Society

Abstract

Nigel Pollard (with references to “Bath in Stone”)

This walk, led by Elizabeth Devon was a follow-up to her talk to the HBRG back in 2010 (See Newsletter 61 p4) and was
certain to attract a good turn out whatever the weather, which despite the omens, was completed mostly in the dry!
Starting at the Obelisk at the centre of Queen Square, Elizabeth
first set the scene with the aid of the latest geological map of
Bath and a “sponge!” to give us a potted history of our wonderful
170 million year old local stone. This, she reminded us is a
beautiful cream-coloured limestone, quarried and mined
within an area about 10 km across from the west of Bath on
one side to Corsham on the other. The quality of the stone
varies a great deal according to the bed being worked and
the location of the quarry. Bath Stone comes from the
Jurassic Great Oolite Limestone and is one of the very
distinctive English building stones. We know it has been
worked in Bath for nearly 2000 years since there are Roman
buildings constructed of it.
“When Bath Stone was formed, some 170 million years
ago, the area that is now the British Isles and Europe was
between latitudes 30'N and 40'N and this region was covered in a warm, shallow sea. In places the sea floor was
covered in spherical grains of calcium carbonate which, in the rock, resemble fish roe in appearance. They form
where sea waters are agitated by waves or tides and where there is strong evaporation, as in parts of the Caribbean
today. Each round fragment, or ooid, has a microscopic nucleus of a skeletal fragment or pellet around which
concentric layers of calcium carbonate have grown. Both the rounded sha pe and the polish on the surface are
caused by the movement of the particles in the water currents. Gradually the ooids accumulated on the sea floor
and over time became compacted and cemented together to form the rock we see today. You can often see the
remains of sea shells am ongst the ooids. We call this stone oolitic limes tone or oolite.”
- The above quotat ion comes from Elizabeth’s book “Bath in Ston e”, of which full details are given at the end of
this Abstract – and to prov e the existence of these ooids we were given magnifying glasses to examine these, and
other geologic al phenomena we were to be shown on our walk.
<
One of our first stops was to study a facing stone of a shop front at the
side of Beauford Square. Here was a gr een volcanic material called slaty
tuff in which a water channel cut in the ash and then infilled with another
layer of pyroclastic material can clearly b ee seen.

As we walked we were also reminded of the 320 year old
Bristol Pennant Sandstone paving and Cornish Granite
kerbstones that we were stepping on, and were left to our
own devices to study the wealth of different examples of
material within the section of the medieval city wall in
Upper Borough Walls >.
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Our walk took us around into Milson Street to look at Shop fronts and
their more exotic stones that were made available once canals and
railways allowed for transport from most distant lands.
We then down to Abbey Churchyard and Abbey Church House, before
returning to Queen Square via a surprising group of sea shells in the
pillars of the Seven Dials Development of which a full description can
be found the aforementioned book referenced below.
A thoroughly engaging and fascinating walk.

Bath in Stone - A guide to the city’s building stones
Elizabeth Devon, John Parkins, David Workman
Bath Geological Society 2001
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BOOK REVIEWS & RECENT PUBLICATIONS
The Inner Life of Empires:
An Eighteenth-Century History
by Emma Rothschild
They were abolitionists, speculators, slave owners, government officials, and
occasional politicians. They were observers of the anxieties and dramas of
empire. And they were from one family. The Inner Life of Empires tells the
intimate history of the Johnstones--four sisters and seven brothers who lived
in Scotland and around the globe in the fast-changing eighteenth century.
Piecing together their voyages, marriages, debts, and lawsuits, and examining
their ideas, sentiments, and values, renowned historian Emma Rothschild
illuminates a tumultuous period that created the modern economy, the
British Empire, and the philosophical Enlightenment.
One of the sisters joined a rebel army, was imprisoned in Edinburgh Castle,
and escaped in disguise in 1746. Her younger brother was a close friend of
Adam Smith and David Hume. Another brother was fluent in Persian and
Bengali, and married to a celebrated poet. He was the owner of a slave
known only as "Bell or Belinda," who journeyed from Calcutta to Virginia,
was accused in Scotland of infanticide, and was the last person judged to be a
slave by a court in the British Isles. In Grenada, India, Jamaica, and Florida,
the Johnstones embodied the connections between European, American, and Asian empires. Their family history offers
insights into a time when distinctions between the public and private, home and overseas, and slavery and servitude were
in constant flux.
Based on multiple archives, documents, and letters, The Inner Life of Empires looks at one family's complex story to
describe the origins of the modern political, economic, and intellectual world.
They are of major interest to those in Bath as they were closely related to The Pulteneys
Princeton University Press, Cloth 2011, 496 pages
ISBN 978-0-691148-95-3
£ 24.95

The Pump Room Orchestra Bath:
Three Centuries of Music and Social History
by Robert Hyman and Nicola Hyman
The Pump Room Orchestra is believed to be the first resident band in the
country to play in an assembly room in the early 1700s. The book
chronicles the three hundred year old history of this band, from its
inception to today. It has been co-written and researched by a participant in
its history - Robert Hyman, a violinist in today’s Pump Room Trio, with his
partner Nicola Hyman.

The book’s story was also the subject of a well illustrated talk given to
the HBRG in November 2011, the review of which can be found on
Page 6 of this Newsletter.
The Hobnob Press, Soft Covers, 214 pages
ISBN 978-0-946418-74-9
£ 14.99
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The Survey of Bath and District
The Journal of the Survey of Old Bath and its Associates

Editors: Mike Chapman and Elizabeth Holland
No.26, October 2011
It has been suggested that while a number of members of the
HBRG may already be Friends of Survey of Old Bath, for the rest
of us this current issue for their Journal has a number of articles
directly relevant to our current programme.
The Journal contains a number of most informative sections on
both general City and District News, together with separate sections
on Archaeology and Reports from other Local Societies including
our own.
It is a high quality publication, printed in black and white once a
year and the current issue runs to 48 pages.
The aforementioned relevant articles are:
Bath’s Eighteenth Century Coaching Inns – Trevor Fawcett
Mr Pulteney and the Making of Pulteney Bridge and Bridge Street
– Michael Rowe
The Royal Bath and West Centenary Show 1877 – Colin Johnston
Typesetting and Graphics: Mike Chapman
Printed by A2A Print Solutions, Pensford

Our Lady and St Alphege, Bath
Sir Giles Gilbert Scott's 'Little Gem of a Church'
by Caroline Shaw
This new history of the Catholic church of St Alphege's in
Oldfield Park was be launched at the Bath Literary Festival on
9th March, by the architectural historian Gavin Stamp. HBRG
member Caroline Shaw, who has written the book, has drawn on
previously unpublished material from Sir Giles Gilbert Scott's
archive held at the RIBA archive in London, together with other
local archival material, to produce a full history of this remarkable
church, which has been described as 'without doubt the supreme
20th century architectural treasure in the city'. The book is fully
illustrated, with photographs of the church, reproductions of
Scott's original plans and drawings and historical documents and
photographs pertaining to the development of the parish. The
story of how one of the great architects of the 20th century came
to build a small Romanesque-style church in the south-western
suburbs of Bath is a fascinating one, and St Alphege's is one of
Bath's lesser-known gems.
The book is 120 pp, fully illustrated and costs £9.99.
It is available in local bookshops, or by writing to stalpheges@googlemail.com. (please allow £3.50 for p&p).
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HOME THOUGHTS FROM ABROAD: NO: 4

This book, printed and bound in Bath was found amongst
the collection of the:
“Museum of Applied Arts” in Budapest
on a visit in June 2009.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO HELP ENSURE THE CONTINUING PUBLICATION
OF “BATH HISTORY” PLEASE HELP WITH A DONATION
- Please contact the Chairman Michael Rowe (01225 461902) for ways you can help-

Editor: Nigel Pollard - nigel.e.pollard@zen.co.uk
HBRG Web Site: www.historyofbath.org.uk
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